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The labor standard system is the lowest standard about working conditions 
and labor rights prescribed by law, which is very important for protecting the 
basic rights of laborers and their families to survive and develop. However, in 
our country, more and more disputes is arising due to violations of the labor 
standards, which unfortunately couldn’t resolved by the existing legal system. 
Interview of this, the author attempts to introduce public interest litigation into 
labor standard disputes judicial procedures, and demonstrate the feasibility and 
necessity of public interest litigation for labor standard disputes from a 
theoretical and practical aspects, then propose some concrete ideas of labor 
standard public interest litigation in order to deal with the current judicial 
practice of China's plight. 
Besides preface and conclusion, this article is divided into three parts. 
The first chapter elaborates the labor standard disputes can be resolved by 
public interest litigation after presenting the labor standard, public interest 
litigation and other basic concepts. The lowest standard about working 
conditions and labor rights prescribed by law has public welfare, agreeing with 
public interest litigation. The current labor law guarantee mechanism is lack in 
solving labor standard dispute. It’s necessary to seeking the better system for 
ensuring the labor standard execution. 
The second chapter demonstrates mainly the basis of labor standard public 
interest litigation. Labor standard public interest litigation broaden the channel 
of judicial remedy about labor rights, conforming to the principle of Justice. It 
reflects the concept of respecting and protecting human rights, saving the 
judicature costs and improving the efficiency of judicature. The existing legal 
system couldn’t resolved labor standard disputes. Power between the labor 
parties is great unbalanced. So it’s necessary to introducing public interest 
litigation for strengthening the legal remedy about labor public interest. In 
terms of feasibility, the judicial practice of public interest litigation 
well-developed from foreign countries or regions is provided as realistic 















The last chapter puts forward some ideas about setting labor standard 
public interest litigation in our country. The labor tandards public interest 
litigation is exactly the public interest litigation which is adopted to resolve 
labor standard disputes, so it has roughly the same proceedings with public 
interest litigation.Of course, due to the specificity of the labor standard disputes, 
labor standard public interest litigation still has something different from 
general public interest litigation, such as the one who start the litigation, the 
scope of the case, prepositive procedure. 
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